
papmall® INTRODUCES A COMPLETE
MARKETING TEAM WITH THEIR
PROFESSIONAL FREELANCERS

Companies are able to build a whole marketing team

with freelancers on papmall®

papmall® knows that each marketing

strategy requires experts with specific

skills, and has come up with a complete

solution with their professional

freelancers.
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INTRODUCES A COMPLETE MARKETING

TEAM WITH THEIR PROFESSIONAL

FREELANCERS

Marketing is such a broad field with

various tools and strategies. And each strategy requires an expert who has mastered specific

skills in Marketing such as SEO, copywriting, or digital ads. Understanding the diversity of

Marketing and the needs of customers, papmall® - the most promising creative e-commerce

We develop papmall® to

build up a better connection

between freelancers &

companies: where

freelancers can find projects

easily, whereas businesses

can recruit experts that

meet their expectations.”

Mr. Jimmy - CEO of papmall®

platform for business owners has announced to bring their

clients a complete marketing solution with their force of

freelance digital marketing specialists from all marketing

segmentations in order to thrive further in the uncertain

future.

papmall® offers business clients a complete freelance

digital marketing team for a successful campaign from

start to end

To be more specific, a Marketing team is built based on the

company's strategy and budgets. With the support of

papmall®, the cost will be saved due to the seasonal contracts with freelancers, plus the

availability of these skilled freelancers will be able to enhance customers’ digital marketing

strategies. Thus, there are more choices for businesses on papmall® to build up their brand

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.papmall.com
https://www.papmall.com
https://www.papmall.com/service/digital-marketing
https://www.papmall.com/service/digital-marketing


Freelance digital marketing specialists on papmall®

can help businesses to target the right audiences and

platforms

Professional freelancers on papmall® bring a lot of

benefits to startups and SMEs

papmall® freelance digital marketing specialists can

adapt to any urgent deadlines

image, expand the scale, increase

sales, or even crisis communication.

Freelancers at papmall® are recognized

by top international companies thanks

to their effective contribution to

various projects. They work with high

professionalism based on transparent

communication and procedure to

ensure that they satisfy customers with

their work including the following

steps:

• Create a Marketing plan and

objectives

• Conduct market research and

competitor analysis

• Propose an estimated budget for the

plan

• Propose a detailed communication

plan including channels, target

audiences, key messages, launch time,

and forecasted results

• Execute the plan following the

business guidelines

• Follow up and evaluate the results

• Prepare crisis communication tactics

for resolving any potential incident

Lastly, hiring freelancers simplifies the

collaboration process instead of

working with agencies. There is the fact

that agency companies require

businesses to sign contracts with a

company, which is a complicated

process to check the policies and deal

with the price over and over. During

the work, businesses may have to

adapt to the agency's culture in terms

of working hours, responsiveness, or long-time review process.

On the other hand, freelance digital marketing specialists can minimize the complication in

collaboration: a simple deal through a website, availability at any time, and the willingness to

https://www.papmall.com/how-to-become-a-buyer


Finding professional freelancers on papmall® is quick

and easy

receive urgent deadlines are the key to

supporting your business within a cost-

effective, simple process, and time-

saving. Thus, hiring freelancers allows

businesses to utilize the strength of

agencies as well as simplify the

process.

The benefits of building short-term

freelance digital marketing team

instead of full-time employees

Building up a seasonal team for

executing digital marketing activities

brings significant benefits to companies. First of all, hiring freelance digital marketing specialists

is time-saving and high-performing because they aim for both fast completion and quality of

work so that they will be referred to other clients’ partners as well as build up their online

portfolio.

Experienced freelancers who have years of honing their skills and learning from a variety of their

freelance projects, have deep knowledge in their field, as well as experience in keeping up to

date with the latest marketing trends. Therefore, they know how to accomplish the given task in

the fastest time with the best quality. Which will allow business clients to minimize supervision

activity so that they can spend time on developing other tasks.

Cost-effectiveness is one of the important factors to discuss. Finance status is a concern for

every business, especially startups. The appropriate use of budget allows businesses to save a

lot of money for other tactics. Hiring part-time freelancers makes it possible for companies to cut

down training costs, insurance costs, facility costs, etc, so that businesses can save a huge

amount of money.

Next, a startup may require their employees to work on the weekend to complete a project on

time, which causes a decrease in motivation and performance because the full-time staff has to

work for more than 40 hours a week. There is no argument against hiring freelancers who are

more flexible as they are available to work on the weekend, adapt to urgent deadlines, as well as

high-quality products thanks to their expertise and background.

How can businesses find credible freelance digital marketing specialists on papmall®?

You can find your in-need services on papmall® in just a few simple steps after visiting  papmall®

website. When you click on the ‘service’ button, there will be a category with multi-industrial

services for you to select from freelance digital marketing, business IT program, and translation.

papmall® is known as an e-commerce marketplace that gathers hundreds of talented freelancers



and enables businesses to look for their experts so as to create a solution that is optimized for

them. This platform has been well-operated in America, Canada, Singapore, and Hong Kong.

Additionally, starting a business on this website as a seller at papmall® is a simple process for

independent contractors. Businesses and freelancers will have the chance to work together to

increase both business and individual income.

“We are developing papmall® platform to build up a better connection between freelancers and

companies. With the appearance of papmall®, freelancers are able to find projects more easily,

whereas businesses can recruit the experts that meet their expectations.” - said Mr. Jimmy, CEO

of papmall®.

To conclude, papmall® has been developed robustly and expanded its service scales into major

industries. Freelance digital marketing has been one of the most completed segments that

companies can build up the whole marketing team with available freelance digital marketing

specialists on papmall® to execute their strategies and tactics get along with extra benefits such

as high quality, cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and the decreased of supervision. Additionally,

papmall® offers special discounts and promotions to buyers and sellers during the festive

season.
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